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The Electro-Motive 2,500-horsepower GP35 was a railroading success story, with more than 1,300 of the locomotives sold to 40
original railroad buyers during its 1963-196 5d3b920ae0
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So this is our 2nd GP35 from DTM and TBH it holds up to there other work. Pros: great sound WP box cars Brake cylinder
animations custom break script animated doors, windows and mirrors Cons: none I thnk outside of steam DTM offers the GP35
in many other livery but I hope to see more like the ATSF and Conrail make there way to steam.. A let down.. Could use some
Horn fixes, horn sounds bad. Other thatn that, seems like a good product.. Very low quality DLC with little content. One
locomotive with two skins and 4 scenarios. Low texture exterior and basic interior controls. Not worth the money.. Could use
some Horn fixes, horn sounds bad. Other thatn that, seems like a good product.. So this is our 2nd GP35 from DTM and TBH it
holds up to there other work. Pros: great sound WP box cars Brake cylinder animations custom break script animated doors,
windows and mirrors Cons: none I thnk outside of steam DTM offers the GP35 in many other livery but I hope to see more like
the ATSF and Conrail make there way to steam.. Need the horn to be fixed. That is my only complaint. Interior sound of horn is
like a BR steam engine whistle. Exterior sound is delayed/unreal.
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